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When you tag someone, you 
create a link to their profile. The 
post you tag the person in, may 
also be added to that person’s 
timeline. 


If you tag a friend in your status 
update, anyone who sees that 
update can click on your friend's 
name and go to their profile. 


Your status update may also show 
up on that friend's timeline.


When you tag someone, they'll be 
notified. Keep in mind they may 
also be notified if they have face 
recognition turned on. 

Tagging Someone in a Photo

What if I don’t like a photo I’m tagged in on Facebook? 

If you’re not happy with a photo you are tagged in on Facebook,  
you can remove the tag.

Facebook can’t make people remove photos that don’t violate our 
Terms of Service. In addition to removing a tag, here are some things 
you can do:

• 	Send a message to the person who tagged you asking them to 

take it down. 
Block the person who tagged you, which removes the tag and 
prevents them from tagging or contacting you on Facebook. 
If the post is abusive, report it to us.


Learn more about tagging on Facebook.
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Information you share that is always public: 

•  Your name, profile picture and cover photo help people recognize you. 
•  Gender helps us describe you (example: "Add her as a friend").  
•  Listing your networks (ex: school, workplace) allows others to find you more easily.  
•  Username and user ID (example: your account number) are in the URL of your profile.  
•  Age range helps provide you with age-appropriate content.  
•  Language and country help us provide appropriate content and experiences. 

•  When you comment on other people’s public posts, your comment is public as well.

•  Facebook Pages and public groups are public spaces.

 
Learn more about about editing who can see your basic info on your Facebook profile and using the 
audience selector to control who you share with when you post to Facebook.


Stuff other people share: 

If other people share info about you, even if it’s something you shared with them but did not make public, 
they can choose to make it public. 


Remember that public information can: 
•  Be associated with you, even off Facebook.  
•  Show up when someone does a search on Facebook or on another search engine.  
•  Be accessible to Facebook-integrated games, applications and websites you and your friends use.  
•  Be accessible to anyone who uses our APIs, such as our Graph API.

What Information is Public?
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Choose  
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account 
password. 

Facebook  
sends them a  
notification of 
this request by 

you.

Memorialization Settings 
Your Legacy Contact 

This is set up in the General Account Settings. 

Choose someone to look after your account after you pass away.  

They'll be able to: 

•  Manage tribute posts on your profile, which includes deciding who can post 
and who can see posts, deleting posts, and removing tags 

•  Request the removal of your account 

•  Respond to new friend requests 

• Update your profile picture and cover photo


Your legacy contact can only manage posts made after you've passed away. 

They won't be able to post as you or see your messages.  
 
If you don't want a Facebook account after you pass away, you can request to 
have your account permanently deleted instead of choosing a legacy 
contact. 
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Scammers create 
fake Facebook 
profiles and 
request to be 
your friend to 
gain access to 
personal 
information 
that you 
restrict to 
"friends only." 


This information 
may include 
your contact 
information for 
spamming or 
other personal 
information that 
might be useful 
in setting you 
up for a 
phishing 
attack.
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You may get a Friend Request where you have the chance 
to Confirm or Delete. 

If this looks suspicious - Delete immediately. 

If you Already Have this person as your friend - it is 
probably a SCAM account looking for real people to 
build up a good number of “friends” so that it looks 
more legitimate.


 

When searching for this name - several others popped up. 

Looks like the real Jeffrey Morgan is being scammed.
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How Does the Facebook Friend Request Scam Work? 

The scam artist identifies a single person or group of people they want to 
target - sometimes, people who may appear wealthy or chosen randomly. 


Cloning A Facebook Account - A single friend in this group is selected, and 
the scammer creates a new Facebook account with the identical name.


Once a target is chosen, the scammer then works their way through the 
target's publicly available photos, and copies those over to the new 
cloned account. They will also usually copy the original profile image and 
make that the profile image of the newly cloned account.  

The scammer will then work through all of the target's friends and send a 
new friend request - which looks just like the account of the friend they 
already know. The scammer hopes the friend will think their friend has 
simply created a new account and they'll just accept the friend request 
without investigating further. 


The more friends who accept the friend request, the more likely it is that 
additional friends will also accept, since seeing "mutual friends" on the 
account makes people more likely to believe it's authentic. 


Once all of the friends have accepted the request, the scammer sends each 
of these new friends messages either asking for money or sending 
them links to download viruses. Since these users think they're talking 
with their friend, some people do.
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How to Block Strangers From Finding  
You on Facebook
Make yourself invisible in Facebook searches
by Linda Roeder •  Updated on September 11, 2020

This article has great STEP BY STEP GRAPHICS
https://www.lifewire.com/block-strangers-from-finding-you-in-search-on-facebook-2654407

How to Clean up Your Facebook Profile 
Spruce up your content and improve your privacy

by Elise Moreau Updated on October 07, 2020
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Spend some time and do your             Homework

Bottom line: Everything is turned ON in Facebook - go in and turn a lot of settings OFF
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